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Absttact

Given the impetus of state and federalmandates, school personnel

are recoghizing the value of parent participation in the educational. process.

. _-
However, the authors believe that school districts have not taken full ad-

A .

(
s.

vantage of parental resources. The quality of programs for exceptional

children-can-be improved if'the rdle of parents is expanded to include

involvement in-multidisciplinary team (4-teaM) process. The advantages

of school districts expanding the role of parents is considered.' Finally,

the authors. suggest several strategies' to facilitate parent participation

in the M-tpam procesg.
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INTRODUCTION

k Educators are beginning to realize that the quality of educational

programming for exceptional children can be enhanced by effective parental

involvement irOthe educational proces6. Traditionally, parents.- natural,

foster, group home, or legal guardians - have been the forgotten person(s)

in the development and -implementation of educational programs. In mbst

cases, the school is responsible for children from 8:00 A.M. to 3:00

the parents responsible for their children for the rest of the day. The

two environments often have extremely different expectations, rules, and

philosophies. Whether due to bureaucratic expediency, professional arro-

gance, benign neglect, or parental reluctance, only in rare instances have

the school arrci parents truly cooperated in educational programming and

17.

.

planning.

In complying with federal mandates, many school districts are beginning

to recognize the.value of parental input into educational planning and pro-
y

gramming for exceptional children. However, in the authors' experience,

few school districts have developed, NikkIvive strategies or facilitative

mechanisms foiaximizing the quality of parental :participation.,

The authors believe that, for the most part, parents are caring, ener-

getic, people who have a genuine concern for their child and are anxious to

.do as much as possible to help their child achieve their potential: The

purpose of this paper isto provide a rationale for involving parents ins

the M-team process, and t suggest strategies that Will facilitate parental

participation.
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THE LAW AND ITS IMPLICATION FOR PARENTS

'Barbara Scheiber states in an article in Closer Look that "The rec-

ognition of the role, and the rights, of parents of handicapped children

is one of the most significant changes in public policy brought about by

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act (Public haw 94-142). There

0

is no longer any legitimate debate.about whether parents participate in

planning and monitoring their child's educational kQgram. Every step

along the way -- from the time a child's special need is first suspected -- .

a parent's right to take action is now protected by law." (Scheiber, 1977)

The concept of due process,is at the center ,of protecting the student's

rights to a free appropriate public education in the least restrictive en-

vironment possible. The right to due proceas-ii;vided by the fourteenth

amendment, is a constitutional right guaranteeing that every person will

be treated eqBally under law. Due process is a safeguard for all'parties

involved, i.e., the student, the parents, the school, and other public

agencies.

are:

Some important safeguards that insure parents due process procedures

Parents'must be notified whenever the school: 1) plans to
conduct a special evaluation of a child; 2) wants'to change
a child's educational placement; or 3) refuses to conduct
an evaluation or make a change in placement.

Parents must give their consent before the school conducts
the evaluation. Q.

Parents have the right to obta.j.n an independent educational

evaluation of their child.

Parents must be infor4 by the school of their right to
examine school records that relate to their child's identi
fication, evaluation, and educational placement.

5
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Parents must receive a full explanation fromilthe school'qf
all: the procedutal safeguards provided by the law.

ParentS have...the right to participate in the meetings when
the: child's educational program is designed.

Parents have the right to)an impartial hearing if they
disagree with the decision of the school. The schools
also have the right to request d.hearing.

Parents and the schools have certain rights in` the hearing

procedure.
(Pasanella, 1979)

PL 94-142 is intended to "'assume that the rights of handicapped chil-

dren and their parents or guardians are protected",sgc. 601(c). In addi-

,tion'to due process rights, -other rights of handicapped children include:

the right to appropriate evaluation, the' right to an appropriate individual

educational program and thg right to an appropriate educatiOnal placement.

Parents have the right and responsibility to be actively involved in

their child's educational programm:',.ng. PL. 94 -l4 has forced change in the

quantity and quality of parental involvement in that school personnel must

document and participate in:Systematically planning for parental involve-

ment. (Buscaglia, 1979)

ADVANTAGES OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT

.Yoshida and Gottlieb (1977) noted that the role of parents in the M-

team process can extend from being observers to being actively involved in

the decision-making process. In a subsequent article, Yoshida, Fenton,
J

Kaufman, and Maxwell (1978) surveyed a large number of professionals who

regularly participted in-multidisciplinary or planning team processes.

The majority of rdspondnts indicated.that parenta]4 in the

planning process should be limited to presenting and,gathering information.

. 1
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relevant to the case. Most professionals would probably endorse this view.

It is,the authors' position that parents, children, and professionals will

all, benefit from the active participation of parents in the M-team process.

Some of the advantagesof this participation are:

1. Parents are generally the most knowledgeable resource concerning;

their child. There can be little argument that, without extensive input

from the'parents, M-team decisions are more likely to be based on incom*

Tlete, and possibly inaccurate information. Parent participation will

allow access to more complete and accurate knowledge of the Child's.abili-

ties and 'needs.
(

2. Participating in the conference may increase parent's' awareness

of their child's disability. Since a discussion of specific disabilities

is often necessary in order to make placement decisions, parents may learn

more about their child's disability if they participate in the M-team

process.

3. Parent participation will .improve the prospect of implementation

A

of team-recommendations. As an ego-involved participant in the planning

process, parents will. be.more likely to assume a full share of.the respon-

sibilitY for implementing team recommendations.

Parent participation will enhance the probability that team recom-
k

mendations will fulfill the needq, of individual parents and children. Pat-

ents of handicapped children are a heterogeneous group with individual needs

and values. It is far more likely that planning team recommendations will

account for these needs and values if parents actively participate in.the

planning process. 'Too often recommendations are offered may be best

/

for most'parents and children, but are'not compatible with the needs and
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values of an individual family. This canbe avoided if parents -help shape

the overall plan to deal with their child's disability.

r

5: Parent participation will enhance parent-professional relation-

ships. Participating as co-equal members of-a multidisciplinary team may

facilitate increased mutual trust and respect between parents and profes-

sionals. Additionally., parepts will be more likely to perceive that their

concerns are not being ignored'and later appeals will be minimized (Yoshida

and Gottlieb, 1977).

6. The potential role of parents as co-instructors will be enhanced.'

When parents function as co-instructors with the educational system, the

educatiodhl day is extended (Kroth and Scholl, 1978).. Partnts should be

better able to function in this role if they participate in the diagnosis

and planning stage, as well as the implementation stage of their child's

educational program.

1

`7. Parent participation_will facilitate communication. To esure

communication and avoid misunderstandings, professionals (and, to some ex-

tent, Parents) will be forced to communicate more precisely and accurately.

There will need to be a reduction of-professional jargon which will benefit '/'
professionals as well as parents.

FACILITATIVE STRATEGIES

)

"There are several strategies which can be employed to enhance the pros-,1

. . %

pecti:of successful parental participation in the multidisciplinary team .. c.

process.

1. Professionals must be prepared to accept parents as co-equal mem-
/

bers of the team. Preparations must include professional staff training,
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the principal goal of which will be to modify the attitudes of professionals

toward parents so they will be able toAecognize the potential benefits of

expanded parental participation. To achieve this goal it may be helpful to

consult with parent organizations to assist in the planning pf staff train-
.)

ing. Role playing may be a useful technique to help professional staff

gain additional respect for parental input. It has, been the authors' e,c-

perience that where parents have been invitedito participate in staff con-

\

ferences professionals have a tendency to direct all of their reporting to

the parents. This tendency can bc harmful. Professionals will need to

recognize that-parents are only two memberd of --)e team. Finally,'siaff

training can be.utilized to alert staff members of the needto

/

or at last minimize, the use.of jargon which usually confuses rather than.

clarifies communication.

2. Parents will require specific preparation in order to participate

effectively in the M-team process. Parents should become familiar. with the

evaluation procedures used to assess their child's'abilities prior to M-
.

team meetings. Toward this end parents should be invited to observe tilt

various evaluations of their child. Additionally, the individual evaluators

1

should explain and discuss their evaluation procedures with the parents.

3. Parents could be assigned a specific role in the M-team process.

Several authors haVe recommended that the parents be assigned some data

. collection responsibilities. (McLoughlin, Edge, and Strenecky, 1978; Morrow,

1969). Parents could, for example, record behavior frequencies and/or col-
,

lect language samples. Reporting their observations would give them a

formal role at M-team deliberations.
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4. Appoint a parent advocate, The part advocate's responsibilities

might include overseeing the evaluation process to ensure that the parents

are participating and are being properly informed, The advocate might

also be responsible for assigning data collection responsibilities to the

parents and discussing their role in the M-team process with them. During

M-team conferences the advocate would ensure that all relevant questions

are posed and that the parents receive unbiased' information (Rutherford and

-Edgar, 1979), Finally, the advocate might meet with the parents several

days after the final conference to discuss their understandings of team

recommendations. a

The advocate qould be a pro:essional or a nonprofessional; someone

within or outside the school sys em. However, the special education teacher
. .

may be particularly well suited ito this role., The special education teacher

may lready.be acquainted with the parents and, in'advocating, May establish

a relatiOnShip that may facilitate the development of the IEP as well as the

continuing educationto the child.

CONCLUSION

__-
The aut ors believe that the quality of the M-team process will be en-

-

'hanceddf parents participate and if several facilitating strategies are

employed.- HJowever, plrent participation will not always be efficacious.

Sometimes it will fail, but the potential for failure should not be used

as a pretense for excluding parents. The presence of volatile emotions

could alio be used to excl.:1de parent participation, but strong emotions'

can have thepositive effect of injecting a degree of humaness into the

process. Additionally, professionals will be able to provide immediate,
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support for parents' emotional needs. Sensitive information cannot be

used to exclude pareAts, since parents have a legal, as well as a moral

right to all information concerning.their.chin.

It must be remembered that parent, participation in the t.lteam process,

while entailing` certain risks, promises far-reaching benefits. To succeed,

however, will require considerable thought and planning as well as adequate

preparation of patents and, professionals for this new interaction. Broaden-

ing the rule of parents in the diagnostic and planning stages of the edu-

cational progra, will ensur compliance with the law and better enable
.....,

parents and professionals to form a lasting partnership to meet the needs

Of exceptional children.

o
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